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convention and exhibition centre

We have built Tepekule Convention and Exhibition Centre in Izmir. Izmir is historically known as the place

where fairs were first introducted to our country, a future vision of promoting the city as a model host for

conferences as well.

With its numerous hotels, various transportation facilities serving the city and surrounding areas,

exceptional climate, rich historical heritage and beautiful sights, zmir and the Tepekule Conference and

Exhibition Centre are an ideal venue for conferences, fairs, shows, plays, concerts and all sorts of other

events.

The Tepekule Conference and Exhibition Centre takes its name from an ancient city in Turkey. Its prime

location brings you a stunning view of the Gulf of Izmir that surrounds the city. Tepekule is within easy

reach of all the attractive urban centres and coastal resorts.

During your stay, everything that you and your guests could possibly need will be at hand.

We are delighted to welcome you to Izmir, a cultural and artistic environment, which will enable you to

organize events all year round.
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You will enjoy having
our first-class facilities

within easy reach and a
vibrant city at your doorstep.
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In the words of Heredotus, the Aegean

coasts

The bays

and peninsulas, coves and golden

beaches stretch the length of these

beautiful shores. In this region where the

countless events of mythology took

place, at almost every turn, you will

encounter the theaters, temples and

agoras of ancient cities:

"have the most beautiful sky and

the best climate in the world."

"
Unique home of
scenic beauty,
mythology and
history”

The Aegean:
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Izmir and its associated hinterland are surrounded by
ancient settlements attracting millions of tourists every
year. Home to countless great civilizations over thousands
of years, these settlements lie in and around the city. It is
possible to explore past civilizations in these settlements
which are easy to get to using public transportation from
the city centre.

Çe me is an expanding coastal resort in Turkey only
90 kms from zmir and can be reached by motorway. It is
home to the Erythrai Kingdom founded in 3000 BC. Çe me
has always been a coastal holiday destination because of its
first-rate tourist facilities,unique sandy beaches and clear
blue sea. Alaçatı, another coastal resort close to Çesme, is a
popular centre for windsurfing and similar water sports
thanks to its geographical location. Çe me Kalesi and
Kervansaray, where various events are organized, are
among the places we recommend visiting. Urla and
Çe mealtı, two neighbouring districts lying between Çe me
and zmir, have a number of magnificent sights.

Selçuk, where the
remnants of ancient Ephesus exist, is 80 kms from zmir. The
shrine of the Virgin Mary, regarded as being a sacred place
for Christians, is visited by tens of thousands of tourists
every year. The ancient theatre in Ephesus hosts various
concerts during the summer and is an outstanding example
of our cultural heritage.

Functioning as a central point for the most
popular tourist resorts and cities such as zmir, Efes
(Ephesus, the shrine of the Virgin Mary), Milet, Didim and
Pamukkale, Ku adası is thought to have been founded by
Ionians in the name of Neopolis, a settlement of Ephesus. It
is 90 kms from zmir and popular with domestic and foreign
tourists during the summer.

With lots of cultural traces from Hellenistic
civilizations to the Persians, from the Genoan Kingdom to
the Ottomans, Foça is an ideal tourist attraction to those
who prefer having quiet relaxing holidays. Seals facing
extinction have become a symbol of Foça. It is located 70
kms from the centre of zmir.

100 kms from zmir and 1.100 metres
above sea level, Bozda affords the opportunity to ski in
winter and provides a suitable place to cool off away from
the scorching heat of the Aegean summer.

This place is a unique scenic area
home to many of species of birds including those which are
endangered. It is 40 kms from the centre of zmir.

Karaburun, Mordo an, Gümüldür, Özdere are coastal
resorts less well known but gradually becoming popular. All
are within reach from the centre of Izmir.

Denizli is known as the centre of textiles in Turkey. Afyon,
Burdur and U ak, with their world-famous marble and
travertine, are Aegean provinces near Izmir.
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Çe me:

Selçuk - Ephesus - The Virgin Mary:

Ku adası:

Foça:

Gölcük - Bozda :

zmir Birds Paradise:
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With its stunning views over the bay of
Izmir, the Tepekule offers quality, trust
and good service to its guests.

Izmir...
A city embracing
the sea, history
and people
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Izmir has a rich cultural composition and a history dating
back 5000 years or so. The city is thought to have taken
its name from Smyrna, an Amazon princess. Tantalos,
the son of the god Zeus, was from the area now known
as Izmir. Whilst recovering from one of his many
conquests, It is believed while Alexander the Great was
sleeping on the slopes of Mount Pagos (present day
Kadifekale), two Nemesis appeared to him in a dream
and asked him to build a great city there.You can see the
marks of British, French, Italian merchants and those
coming from other countries having settled in zmir
some centuries ago. These people were drawn here by
the fertile Aegean soil and the grapes, tobacco and
cotton grown in the region. You can see the rails on
which trains used to carry these goods. It is zmir where
the Turkish War of Independence ended in victory and
the Economic Congress was held, during which our early
Turkish economic policy was established.

The city has also been influenced by Levantine and
Anatolian culture. An important port throughout
history, zmir has always been associated with the sea.
You can not miss seeing the sea from any point in the
city. Fish restaurants and cafes along the Kordon have
won national acclaim. nciraltı is also a place of interest
in terms of town planning and its restaurants.

Izmir has an active social life. There are many ways to
discover it, relax there, or stop off and taste the cuisine of
Izmir in the city centre.

It is also the regional centre to the neighbouring cities.
With its port, industrial zone and gradually increasing
investment, the city has a robust economy.

Although Kemeraltı, Kordon, Alsancak, Pasaport, and
Agora are beautiful districts forming the city's main
distinctive character, Izmir is still best known for being
the first city in Turkey to hold the International fair,
welcoming visitors from home and abroad in August
and September each year.Trade fairs held in recent years
have also helped boost Izmir's influence as the city of
fairs and conferences.

The increasing capacity to accomodate trade fairs and
conferences is also contributing to Izmir's reputation as
a city of Fairs. This accommodation has been designed
to international standards and is equipped in such a way
as to provide you with whatever you need. All these
features pave the way for zmir to be an unmatched
centre of fairs and conferences.
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In Tepekule Convention and Exhibition Centre there

are 1 halls capable of holding 3000 people in total at

events ranging from 10 to 1000.

Exhibition areas and meeting halls in Tepekule

Convention and Exhibition Centre have state-of-the-

art facilities making them attractive to participants.

Meeting halls are equipped with cutting edge

floodlighting and audio-visual projection systems.

You can hold events with the confidence of knowing

that all technical services will be handled by our

experienced staff.

During your events, your guests will find pleasure in

the splendid view of the Gulf of zmir and a relaxing

sea breeze whether on the terrace, at the restaurants,

or at the outdoor movie theatre of Tepekule

Convention and Exhibition Centre.

3
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For conferences,
theatres, concerts,
shows and business
conventions

Tepekule

Meeting Halls
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The hall is equipped with all-purpose acoustics,

floodlights, stage mechanics and projection

systems. It is designed for conferences, plays,

performing arts, concerts and shows requiring

professional electronic equipment.

The Anadolu Hall is also one of the few halls in

Turkey where sound tracks of all the events are

recordable thanks to its perfect acoustics and

multi-track sound recording equipment.

The Lower Hall has a capacity of 555 and the

balcony can accomodate 177 people. The

capacity of the hall can be increased to

approximatly 0 seats..

The lobby of the theatre is available for

receptions, cocktail parties and banquets before

and after events.

86

Anadolu Hall

Anadolu Hall

Meeting Hall



The Stage:

The size of the stage:

Stage Mechanism

Scene Decor Lift :

Fire safety precautions;

Dressing-rooms:

Width: 12.30 m.

Portal: 15x6 m.

Height: 15 m. (including sofito space)

composed of 13 scenery bolts,1 fire curtain

and two light devices.The entire stage

mechanism is operated by motors whose

frequency is adjustable and PLC-controlled.

it is used for lifting the scenery onto the

stage.

conform to international standards. All the

materials used in the hall are fireproof.

There are three dressing-rooms equipped

with showers and restrooms. Both backstage

and in the dressing-rooms, there is a CCTV

system monitoring the lobby of the theatre

and the stage.

Sound System: Digital loud-speaker and sound

control, wired and wireless microphone equipment

for conferences and concerts; wireless intercom, CD,

mini-disk, cassette recorder and player, 24 track

multi-recording.

Lighting System:

Video Data Projection System:

2048 channel floodlight mixer, 12

amp dimmer switch, 40 profile spotlight, fresnel(PC),

36 par-64 spotlight, effect spotlight and followspot.

5000 Ansi lumen

XGA projector, DVD and VHS player, 15x6 m.

projection screen.



The size of the stage:

Width: m.

Portal: x m.

Height: m.

4

7.2 3

3

The capacity of the hall is 21 and is perfect for panels, talks and

plays.

The lobby of this hall can be a venue for receptions, cocktail

parties and banquets before and after your event.

Digital loud-speaker and sound control, wired and wireless

microphone equipment for conferences and concerts; wireless

intercom, CD, mini-disk, cassette recorder and player, 24 track

multi-recording.

000 Ansi lumen XGA projector, DVD andVHS player.

0

2

Sound System:

Video Data Projection System:

Akdeniz Hall

12

Akdeniz Hall

Meeting Hall



The capascity of the hall is

1000 and also can serve as

exhibition halls as well as

accomodate 1000 people at

cocktails and 800 seats for

dining.
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Izmir Hall

Meeting Hall

Izmir Hall



The Ege Hall has a capacity of 22 and is

targeted seminars, symposiums, distributors

meetings and product publicity meetings.

The Karadeniz and Marmara Halls have a

capacity of 100 and provides a warm and

welcoming atmosphere that is ideal for in-

service training and information meetings.

All of the halls are equipped with state-of-

the-art projections systems.

The Ege, Karadeniz, and Marmara Halls'

lobbies can serve as exhibition halls as well

as relaxing venues that are ideal for coffee

breaks and cocktail parties both before and

after your events.

Our experienced technical staff, working

closely with your organization's team, are

ready to prepare and provide the premiere

setting for all of your events.

0

Ege Hall

Meeting Hall



Anadolu 732 / 860 - - -

İzmir 1000 500 100 100

Akdeniz 210 - - -

Ege 220 108 54 57

Karadeniz 100 63 34 33

Marmara 100 63 34 33

Doğu 25 10 10 10

VIP - - - -

Kordon 20 - 16 -

Körfez 20 - 16 -

Bayraklı 80 40 30 30

Gediz 40 - 25 -

İmbat 20 - 16 -

Theatre U Shape T ShapeClass

Karadeniz / Marmara Hall

Meeting Hall
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he Tepekule Conference and Exhibition

Centre,has two indoor fairgrounds spanning 7500

square metres in this four- story facility, with the

theatre lobbies and 1 meeting halls all varying in

size.

The areas are optimal venues for a wide-array of

needs, from basic settings to complex

arrangements such as automated operating

systems and wireless internet connectivity.

The centre's demand for energy is backed up by a

generator. Theatre lobbies and installation work

have the infrastructure and architectural

feasibility for hosting painting and sculpture

exhibits.

You are free from parking problems thanks to our

multi-story underground car park. The restaurants

on the terrace, avoids worries about eating and

catering. You can concentrate on your work and

your guests can enjoy themselves in this

outstanding atmosphere accompanied by the

breathtaking view of Izmir.

An atmosphere
that provides the
perfect solution
for conferences
and receptions.

Tepekule

Indoor

Fairgrounds
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The lower fairground, ideal for painting and sculpture

exhibits as well as fairs and other similar activities, is

00 square metres and 5.30 metres in height.

All the fairgrounds are climate controlled using

computerized central heating, cooling and air

conditioning systems.

Band control through DX810 system

High quality loud speakers in the ceilings and on the

beams

Able to control 8 zones concurrently from control

room

2600W sound effect in total

29 max

Sound Systems in Foyers

Ground Floor Fairground

Exhibit Area
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This expansive area with its captivating view of the

Gulf of Izmir is the perfect venue for making your

guests feel welcome.

The area covers 1450 square metres. The 450 square

metre lobby of the theatre has ceilings 2.50 m in

height while the remaining 1000 square m. area

boasts ceilings 5.75 m. in height.

The lobby of the theatre is the ideal setting for

receptions and coffee breaks both during and after

your events. The lobby is also perfectly suited to host

painting and sculpture exhibits as well as concerts

and ceremonies.

A Floor Fairground

Exhibit Area



At roof
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the of the Centre are the A7 City Club and

Special Day Room where you can welcome your guests

with a fascinating view of the Gulf of zmir.

Tepekule Special Day Room the first of its kind in

zmir, with their comfortable and elegant service

quality, delectable cuisine and panoramic vista of the

city of Izmir with its assorted colour at every hour of the

day. We provide you with services such as cine-vision,

projection, DVD entertainment, and seating for up to

400 and cocktail service for 700 people.

The restaurant is equipped to handle any and all of your

catering needs for any events held at our complex.

We afford you special
locations where you
can welcome your guests

three

Tepekule Special Day Room

Restaurants



A7 City Club provides you with a classy atmosphere that you

can use for special occasions and business lunches and dinners.

In A7, we aim to revive the custom of Izmir's “city clubs” along

with the menu of the city's cuisine with delicious specialities

accented by live music performances.

A7 City Club

Restaurants

Kordelya Hall

Kordelya is set on the terrace with a view of the crimson sunset

over the gulf in mind. Has trasperant, removable walls and can

also accommodate 700 people at cocktails & 400 seats for dining.

Tepekule's outdoor

movie theatre

recreates a nostalgic

open-air viewing

experience and offers

the opportunity

for some stimulating

social activity.

Outdoor Movie Theatre

An air of nostalgia at Tepekule's



Phone: +90 232 444 8 666 - 123
www.mmotepekule.org
info@mmotepekule.org

Anadolu Street No:40
Bayraklı 35010 IZMIR/Turkey

convention and exhibition centre

Gulf of Izmir

Anadolu Street

Yükseliş

Smyrna
Circus

Judicial
Court of Izmir

Gulf of Izmir

Çeşme Highway

Özdere-Gümüldür-Selçuk
Kuşadası-Ephesus- Virgin Mary

Terminal

Ankara Street

Street

M. Kemal Boulevard

Manas Boulevard

Airport
Some Distances
From Tepekule

Highway

Embassy
of India
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